
Antimicrobial-Infused Barriers

Reducing microbe survival time on high-contact surfaces
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KLEEN-SLATE Protective Barrier film

KLEEN-SLATE is a protective barrier film coated with an 
antimicrobial that inhibits the growth and colonization of 
microorganisms on the surface of the tape. 

Kleen-Slate is a protective barrier film coated with a copper/silver 
Zeolite Antimicrobial shown to significantly reduce microbe activity 
on the surface of the film. 
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The barrier is intended for use on high touch surfaces like door push-plates, stair rails and public 
transportation handholds, where people are mostly likely to come in contact with their environment. 

The active ingredient in KLEEN-SLATE is backed by University-generated efficacy data. 
(https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12560-008-9006-1) 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12560-008-9006-1


How it works
● Verdegen’s antimicrobial strips inhibit the growth and colonization of microorganisms by adding a physical barrier infused with an

antimicrobial agent* that contains silver and copper molecules.

● “Prolonged activity is … characteristic of biocidal metals such as silver and copper that slowly release their cations, trace amounts of which
are toxic to bacteria. Considerable experimental evidence has been accumulated on the prolonged effectiveness of antimicrobial metals
through the slow-release of their cations, preventing contamination of wounds, biomedical devices and textiles.”
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep09555

★ The antimicrobial is presently registered by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency as a
preservative and bacteriostatic agent for use in treated
articles under 40 CFR 152.25a. The information
presented herein is not intended to support or endorse
public health claims for treated articles.

● “The use of silver in medicine dates back thousands of
years, and scientists have long known that the metal is 
a potent antibacterial agent. Silver ions perform their 
deadly work by punching holes in bacterial membranes 
and wreaking havoc once inside. They bind to essential 
cell components like DNA, preventing the bacteria from 
performing even their most basic functions.” 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/05/silver-turns-bacter
ia-deadly-zombies
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https://www.nature.com/articles/srep09555
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/05/silver-turns-bacteria-deadly-zombies
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/05/silver-turns-bacteria-deadly-zombies


High Touch Surfaces: Public Spaces

1. Door Handles
2. Handrails
3. Public Transit Handholds
4. Push Bars
5. Water Fountains
6. Countertops
7. Toilet Handles
8. Faucet handles
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